ESTIMATOR TOOL
Quick Start User Guide

SpectraClean™ 254 germicidal lighting solutions are fast and effective at disinfecting bacteria and inactivating viruses like
SARS-CoV-2 (Coronavirus) and Influenza (Flu) for lighting with upper air disinfection. SpectraClean™ 254 upper air disinfection
luminaires create a germicidal zone in an upper portion of the room away from occupants and sensitive materials. Standard
building climate control systems move airborne pathogens from the lower part of a room into this germicidal zone. Pathogen
inactivation occurs through the cumulative exposure to UVC over time. Each exposure cycle inactivates pathogens until the
concentration in room is effectively diluted. When planning placement and use of UVC upper air disinfection luminaires, there are
two important values that must be calculated and understood.
1. The amount of time required to achieve a 99% reduction of a pathogen or virus
2. The maximum time the unit can be safely operated with occupants in the room
The goal is to understand the amount of time needed to achieve a 99% reduction of a pathogen or virus. The SpectraClean™ 254
Estimator will provide an estimate of luminaires needed, a recommended layout for a space and the amount of time the system
needs to run to be effective.
NOTE: This calculator is an estimation tool only. It does not guarantee performance of the system and should be used for prespecification estimates only.
The SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator is available via web-browser or download the
free SpectraClean™ Estimator app from the Google Play™ or Apple® App Store.

Using the SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator (Web-browser Version)

JUMP TO MOBILE VERSION

STEP 1: GATHER INFORMATION

To begin, you will need to gather information around the specific characteristics of the room and the luminaires you will be using
in the space. This process is like calculating foot-candle levels when determining the layout of luminaires within a room. Here is
the information you’ll need to get started:
• Room length, width, and height (Note: If your space is not rectangular, take the total square footage of your space and use
a square or rectangle sized room of that same square footage.)
• Type of luminaire you intend to use
• Pathogen or virus types you are interested in reducing (multiple types can be selected)
• Quantity of luminaires (Note: You can start with an estimate here, and then fine tune it once you see the results.) 			
(Note: Maximum quantity of luminaires is Room Area (ft2).
10
• Mounting height of luminaires (Note: You can start with a desired mounting height and make changes later as needed.)
(Note: Minimum mounting height is 7'.)
EXAMPLE
Room Geometry

50' Length, 50' Width, 10' Height (2500 ft2)

Luminaire

Litecontrol ModX

Pathogen

SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza

Quantity

2

Mounting Height

8'
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STEP 2: ENTER THE INFORMATION IN THE SPECTRACLEAN™ 254 ESTIMATOR

Once the information is entered into the SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator, click the [calculate] button. In Figure 1 below,
the estimated time to reduce the selected pathogens by up to 99% is 72.56 minutes. This is higher than the suggested
recommendation of 10–30 minutes so increase the luminaire quantity until you get to the suggested range. If your calculation
falls below the suggestion recommendation of 10 minutes decrease the luminaire quantity.

Figure 1: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator Desktop Example – Litecontrol ModX Calculation – Qty. 2 Luminaires – Virus/Pathogen Reduction

STEP 3: TWEAK INFORMATION TO GET TO SUGGESTED RANGE

In Figure 2 below, the quantity has been increased from 2 to 8 luminaires. With 8 luminaires, the estimated time has been
reduced to 18.14 minutes which is within the suggested disinfection range.

Figure 2: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator Desktop Example – Litecontrol ModX Calculation - 8 Luminaires – Virus/Pathogen Reduction
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STEP 4: DETERMINE MAXIMUM OPERATION TIME (Note: This will only provide estimates)

In Figure 3 below, you will need to download the IES file by clicking on the [download arrow]. Then you will need to use the
[Maximum Exposure Guide] linked within the tool to determine the Maximum Irradiance. Input the Maximum Irradiance value into
the field, select [Hours] or [Minutes] for Eye Safety and click [Calculate].

Figure 3: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator Desktop Example – Litecontrol ModX Calculation - 8 Luminaires

STEP 5: VIEW SAMPLE LAYOUT OF THE SPACE

In Figure 4 below, see a sample layout of the space with luminaires placed, click [View Plan].

Figure 4: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator Desktop Example - View room plan
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STEP 6: EXPORT THE PLAN TO PDF

In Figure 5 below, to export the analysis to a PDF document, click [Export PDF].

Figure 5: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator Desktop Example – Export to PDF
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Using the SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator (Mobile Version)

Note: The interface for the iOS® and Android® Apps is slightly different then the desktop version but the steps are the same. For
Steps 1-8 see Figure 6 below.

STEP 1: Gather information.
STEP 2: Enter the room measurements.
STEP 3: Enter the pathogen types.
STEP 4: Click [Add Luminaire] to select luminaire and quantity.
STEP 5: Use the [Maximum Exposure Guide] to determine the maximum irradiance. Input the maximum
irradiance value into the field, select [Hours] or [Minutes] for eye safety.
STEP 6: Click [Calculate].
STEP 7: Tweak the numbers to get to the suggested range.
STEP 8: Click [View Plan] to see suggested room layout.

STEP 9: Use the [Share Button] in upper
right-hand corner to share pdf report.

Figure 6: SpectraClean™ 254 Estimator
Litecontrol ModX calculation – iOS® app
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Figure 7: SpectraCLEAN™ 254 ESTIMATOR
Litecontrol ModX PDF Report – iOS® app

